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FLY OF THE MONTH
The Warren Lew Special

Material

Hook: TMC 5263, Size #10 - #6
Thread: Black 6/0
Tail: Black Marabou  (I usually add a bit of flash)
Body: Black Chenille
Wing: Black Marabou
Thorax: Black Chenille
Head: Black Thread  (Can also be tied with a Bead Head) The instructions below will
include flash in the tail and a gold bead head. If I tie it without a bead head I would put on about
ten wraps of lead, or lead substitute, at about the 1/3 point.

1.  Bend down the hook barb and put on the gold bead.  Place the hook in the vice and wrap a layer of
thread from just behind the bead head to the bend of the hook.
Tie in the tail starting just behind the bead head and wrapping securely back to the bend.

2.  The tail should be about the length of the hook shank.  Add two strands of krystal flash on each side
of the tail.  I usually use Rainbow Krystal Flash

3.  Remove the chenille material from about ¼� of the inner core of the body material.  Secure the che-
nille to the hook bend in front of the tail tie in point. (removing the first ¼� of the material from the
chenille allows you to tie it on without creating a bump at the tie in point)  Wrap the body material
forward, forming a smooth body, to the 1/3 point behind the bead head. DO NOT cut the chenille ex-
cess.

4.  Add the Black Marabou wing at the 1/3 point behind the Bead Head.  This is a short wing which is tied
on top of the hook shank and should not extend back beyond the tie in point of the tail.

5.  Finish wrapping the black chenille forward over the thorax area, stopping just behind the bead head.
Tie off and remove excess material. Whip finish behind the Bead Head.

Warren Lew wrote in his February 2003 �Presidents Message� about one of SDFF members helping him
salvage a not so good day at Lake Cuyamaca.  By sharing a working fly with Warren he helped him to have
an enjoyable fishing experience.

Enjoyment is magnified by sharing the experience!  Helping another person achieve some success by
sharing with that person a pattern that is working, and telling him how to fish that pattern, can make a
great day for a fishing person who otherwise is not doing so well.  As it makes the day for that person it
also makes my day more enjoyable.

continued on next page
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My friend, John Beckstrand, calls this fly �The No Name Fly�.  I suppose it�s time to give it a name, John.
We�ll call it �The Warren Lew Special�.

I hadn�t used this pattern in a long time.  Warren�s message has prompted me to tie a few.
On a recent trip to Idaho I used one and I don�t know how many fish I caught but it was a bunch.  I�ll be
tying some more and I�ll be looking for someone to give them to.  Hopefully that someone will have the
luck of Warren.  If I should happen to give you one I�ll expect a report.  ( I have only used them for
trout)

Good Tying and Good Fishing,

Tom Smith
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septuagenarian, how-to author, and
ESPN Outdoors regular who co-
teaches with Belden and who puts on a
classic streamside clinic for the students.

Belden has managed to put to-
gether the sort of diversity-building
endeavor that is very much in demand
in the academic world:  He’s got black
and Hispanic kids from Washington,
D.C., and New York hanging out with
white kids from Ebensburg and
Coudersport.

“The students come in the first
day, and they look like they’re say-
ing, ̀ Who are these guys?’ They think
we’re nuts,” Belden says.

Carlos Palacios is a friendly 20-
year-old with a wispy goatee and a
tattoo who came to Penn State via
Medellin, Colombia, and New York
City.  Arriving early for the field trip,
he finds Belden and the others talking
hunting (“Did you hear about my
gobbler?  Twenty-one-and-a-half
pounds,” Belden tells one) and caddis
larvae (a.k.a. stream bugs).

“Uhhhh, English please,”
Palacios begs.

He’s paired up with Penn State

alum Joe Gore ’01 Lib, who gradu-
ated two years ago but is still working
as a bartender at The Big Easy in
State College because he can’t tear
himself away from the fishing.  Bark-
ing firm directions like a seasoned
guide, he gets Palacios into fish
quickly.

“Yo, Carlos, congratulations!”
Gore shouts excitedly.

Philippe Rouchon, a tall Jamaican
from Rochester, N.Y., who wears a
shell necklace and borrowed waders,
finds himself teamed with Kurt Dyroff,
a senior engineering major from Pot-
ter County who grew up on a deer farm.
Rouchon catches a trout, but it’s tiny, and
Dyroff moves him up away from the
group, past the cows and around the bend
to a quiet spot where Rouchon lands a
trout that is a respectable 13 inches.
Somebody snaps a picture of guide and
angler and fish.

“Lot bigger than the first one,”
Dyroff tells him as they walk back
later.
“I’m thinking this is a lot more fun

than I thought,” Rouchon says with a
quiet smile.

The students signed up for the
class because it looked easy, but the
eye-opening experiences— spending

time with people they might not usu-
ally meet, doing something they
would not usually do-are not lost on
them.  “It is amazing that such a class
could bring such different people to-
gether,” says one student from the fall
semester, Dejeniera Smith.

When Rochelin, the pre-med major,
told her family about adding fishing to
her credit load, the response was pre-
dictable:  They laughed.  “They’re like,
`You don’t know how to fish.’ They’re
like, `You’re not going to catch any
fish.’  They said,  `It’s going to be a
waste,’” she said.  “But it’s good.”

OK, Belden said, “it’s not going to
change the world.”  The point is, col-
lege life should be a collection of just
these sorts of memorable lessons and
tell-your-kids-about-it side trips. “‘
This is not what you came looking for,”
he tells the students.  “But people
show up as an engineering major and
they end up an accountant.  It’s the
same thing.”

David Kinney writes for the Star-
Ledger in Newark, N.J.  More
information about the fly-fishing
class is available at
www.personal.psu.edu/mab6/.
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